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COURSE OUTCOMES - 2018-19 Academic Year
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Metallurgy & Materials Science

Understand stresses induced in cylinders subjected to internal, external pressures and also problem solving techniques.
Understand shear stresses induced in circular shafts and apply  to the columns   of different end conditions

Describe knowledge of thermodynamic systems and concept of work and heat
Thermodynamics

Gain basics about  properties and applications of ceramic, composite and other advanced materials so as to use the suitable material for practical applications.

Understand engineering properties of materials; elastic constants, Stresses in Composite Section, Thermal stresses.
Apply the Bending Moments and Shear Force Diagrams involved in different types of Beams.
Understand and apply the bending stresses induced in different regular cross sectional beams
Apply the slope and deflection for different support arrangements by using Double integration method, Macaulay’s method and Moment-Area method

Mechanics Of Solids

May familiar with the basic concepts of bonds in metals and alloys and  basic requirements for the formation of solid solutions and other compounds.
Able to know the regions of stability of the phases that can occur in an alloy system in order to solve the problems in practical metallurgy.
Gain knowledge on basic differences between cast irons and steels, their properties and practical applications
Able to know affect of various alloying elements on iron-iron carbide system and  various heat treatment and strengthening processes used in practical applications
Gain knowledge on properties and applications of widely used non-ferrous metals and alloys so as to use the suitable material for practical applications.
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C205.6

To understand the basic laws of fluids, flow patterns, viscous and A knowledge of basic fluidic devices including one or more of the following: pipes, manometers, pumps, flow devices
(e.g. Venturi, pitot tubes etc).
To gain the knowledge on the concepts related to boundary layer theory, flow separation, basic concepts of velocity profiles.to understand on  Fundamental and derived dimensions-
Dimensionless groups- Rayleigh method- Buckingham π-theorem- Model Analysis
Ability to understand the fundamental concepts on Impact of jet and jet propulsion and able to gain the knowledge solving the problems

Ability to gain the basic principles on Hydraulic Turbines such as Pelton wheel, Fancis turbine, Kaplan turbine, ability to understand the Characteristic curves and Governing of turbines.
Ability to gain the basic principles on Centrifugal Pumpsand Reciprocating Classification, basic concepts on Priming and Cavitation.

One should be able to analyze different types of markets and how to determine pricing in various markets.(K4)
The learner should be familiar with different types of business organizations and evaluate the stages of business cycle.(K3)
One should be able to narrate principles of accounting and prepare journal, leger, trial balance, trading A/c, profit & loss A/c and balance sheet of an enterprise (K6)
The learner should be able to utilize various techniques on investment project proposals with the help of capital budgeting techniques for decision making.(K3)

To understand the concept of fluid and its properties, manometry
Fluid Mechanics & Hydraulic Machines

understand the knowledge of steam formation and phase change of steam various thermodynamic processes
Explain the concept of moisture air and also should be able to analyze psychometry chart and evaluate the outlet conditions of psychmetric process
Illustrate the basic principles of air standard cycles and calculate the efficiency of various air cycles

The learner is equipped with basic knowledge of managerial economics, its role in decision making and also narrates the importance of demand and supply theories in business. (K1)
One should understand various production theories, different types of cost concepts and the application of breakeven analysis. (K3)

Managerial Economics and Financial Analysis

Describe knowledge of thermodynamic systems and concept of work and heat
Explore their knowledge & ability to apply the first of thermodynamics for various flow processes to the mechanical components
Identify & apply fundamentals of carnot cyce to solve problems and concepts of 2nd law of thermodynamics to solve the problems in refrigeration

Thermodynamics
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C209.2

Computer Aided Engineering Drawing Practice

Electrical & Electronics Engg. Lab

Mechanics of Solids & Metallurgy Lab

Kinematics of Machinery

Apply their knowledge on hardness evaluation of various materials.
Evaluate the material properties through various destructive testing procedures.

Understand the purpose of kinematics, Kinematic joint and mechanism and to study the relative motion of parts in a machine without taking into consideration the forces involved.
Describe knowledge of various mechanisms for straight line motion and their applications including steering mechanism
Understand the velocity and acceleration concepts and the methodology using graphical methods and principles and application of four bar chain. To understand the application of slider
crank mechanism etc. and study of plane motion of the body

Able to find out the efficiency of dc shunt machine without actual loading of the machine.analyse the performance characteristics and to determine efficiency of DC shunt motor &3-phase
nduction motor.

Able to estimate the efficiency and regulation for different load conditions and power factors of single phase transformer with OC and SC test. pre-determine the regulation of an
alternator by synchronous impedance method.
Able to find out the characteristics of PN junction diode & transistor determine the ripple factor of half wave & full wave rectifiers.

Identify and classify the microstructures of various materials.

Able to differentiate different types of projections and can understands the Projections of various objects and their representation and dimensioning.
The Concept of Isometric Projections is thoroughly taught which will be useful for the visualization of any objects.
The student can solve problems related to orthographic projections, curves, and scales.
Able to understand commands in Auto CAD and generating 2D objects
Able to underatand View Points and ViewPorts and used to different commands for 2D and 3Drawings.
Design and Modeling of Components using Geometric Modeling Techniques
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Thermal Engineering -I

Production Technology

To Learn various solid state welding processes and modern welding processes and select a suitable process based on the application and requirements

To Learn various metal forming processes like forging and extrusion methods and powder metallurgy techniques and  select a suitable process based on the application and requirements
To Understand various sheet metal forming  and processing of plastic methods and its applications

Illustrate the classification and working principle of various types of air compressors and determine the performance of reciprocating air compressor.
Apply the  concept of air compression in Rotary, Dynamic and Axial flow compressors

To Design suitable patterns, Gating,runner and riser systems for good casting of a product
To Select a suitable casting process based on the component and have knowledge on material composition
To Learn various arc  welding processes and select a suitable process based on the application and requirements

Explain the concept of gears, power transmission through different types of gears including gear profiles and its efficiency
Understand various power transmission mechanisms and methodologies and working principles. Students are exposed to merits and demerits of each drive

Describe the reasons and affects of various losses that occur in the actual engine operation.
Explore their knowledge about various engine systems  along with their functions and necessity
Explain the combustion phenomenon & knocking in S.I. and C.I. Engines and to identify  various compustion chambers.
Analyse the performance of IC Engine

Describe knowledge of various mechanisms for straight line motion and their applications including steering mechanism
Understand the velocity and acceleration concepts and the methodology using graphical methods and principles and application of four bar chain. To understand the application of slider
crank mechanism etc. and study of plane motion of the body
The theories involved in cams. Further the exposed to the applications of cams and their working principles
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Design of Machine Members -I

Machine Drawing

Industrial Engineering and Management

Analyze the importance of quality and evaluate quality control and quality management concepts (K5)
Use the techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice with appropriate considerations for public health and safety, cultural, societal and
environmental constraints (K3)
Function effectively within multi-disciplinary teams and understand the fundamental percepts of effective project management (K6)

Draw the assemble of individual part drawing - engine parts.
Draw the assemble of individual part drawing - machine parts
Draw the assemble of individual part drawing - values.

The learner will be equipped with basic engineering and management concepts (K1)
Understand and design plant layouts and apply Quantitative techniques in deciding plant location and layout (K2)
Design a system, component or process and synthesize solutions to achieve desired needs (K3)

Design keys and different types of mechanical joints and further analyze the loads on shafts and design them for strength and rigidity.
Distinguish the different shaft couplings and choose the appropriate one for a given application and further design them for strength.
Categorize mechanical springs based on their construction and application further compute the stress and deflections.

The student has knowledge about the conventions used in Drawing
Auquire knowledge of various joints-fastening arragements such as welding,riveting.
Auquire knowledge of simple mechanical parts -different styles of attachment for shaft.

Comprehund the understanding principles of design procedure and evaluate stress in simple machine components subjectected to uniform loading and further determine the factor of
safety through appropriate theories of failures.
Determine the stress concentration factor estimate endurance strength by different methods and further design components subjected to fluctuating loads.
Apply the basic design principles in the design of revited ,welded and bolted joints subjected to different loading conditions.
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Fluid Mechanics & Hydraulic Machines Lab

To study and do the jobs in shaping,slotting&drilling machinesnozzles and impulse turbines

To develop the  knowledge of metal cutting processes by using geometry of cutting tools
To develop the  knowledge by doing various types of jobs in lathe machine

Able to stdy principle of milling  machine and indexing to do the gear wheels
To perform grinding opertion and finishing passes by using lapping,honing,broaching operations
Tostudy principles and design of jigs and fixtures on cnc machines

Explain concept on governors and types of governors with auxiliary springs, Sensitiveness, isochronisms and hunting
Develop knowledge of analytical and graphical methods for calculating balancing of rotary and reciprocating masses.
Apply knowledge of vibrations and find out the methods to calculate the natural frequencies of different vibration systems

Metal Cutting and Machine Tools

TO PREPARE PATTERN DESIGN AND MOULD PREPARATION OF MANUFACTURING PROCESESS
TO JOINING OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS BY USING WELDING METHODS
TO PREPARE A PLASTIC FORMATION BY USING INJECTION MOULDING PROCESS

Analyze the gyroscopic couple and gyroscopic effect of precession motion on the stability of sea vehicles, aircrafts and automobile vehicles
Compute frictional losses, torque transmission of mechanical systems of screw jack, clutches, breaks and dynamometers and its types
Enumerate dynamic force analysis of slider crank mechanism and design of flywheel

Function effectively within multi-disciplinary teams and understand the fundamental percepts of effective project management (K6)

Determine the coeffiient of discharge of water flow in venturi meter and orifice meter
Determine the coeffiient of  friction factor ofa pipe line
Determine the efficiency of centrifugal, recoprocating pumps and peltonturbine

Production Technology Lab

Dynamics of Machinery
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Design of Machine Members-II

Operations Research

Thermal Engineering-II

To solve the LP and DP problems
To solve the Transportation, Assignment and Sequencing methods
To solve the Replacement problems
To solve the Theory of games and Waiting lines
To solve the Inventory methods
To solve the Dynamic programming and Simulation

To select the suitable bearing based on the application of the loads and predict the life of the bearing
To learn a skill in design of IC engine parts and apply the knowledge to design connecting rod, piston and crankshaft.
To achieve an expertise in design of curved beams like crane hook and CClamp
The student will be able to design power screws like screw jack subjected to various stresses
To understand and apply the principles of gear design to spur, helical gears
To analyze the design of machine tool elements like hand, foot lever and gear boxes

Describe knowledge of Rankine cycle and heat equations in different processes, and improving efficiency techniques.
Explore their knowledge & ability to design the constructional features of various types of boilers in various fields of energy transfer equipments.

Identify & apply fundamentals to solve problems involving nozzles and impulse turbines
Design reaction turbines and condensers with desired needs within realistic constraints related thermal fields like different types of power plants etc.
Explain the working of  gas power plant cycle and also should be able to analyze and evaluate the performance of individual components.
Illustrate the basic principles of Jet propulsion and rocket engineering.C305.6
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Theory of machines Lab

Machine tools Lab

Thermal Engineering Lab

Metrology

To learn Principles of measuring instruments and gauges and their uses in various industries and organizations
To learn Evaluation and inspection of surface roughness
To learn Inspection of spur gear and thread elements
To learn Machine tool testing to evaluate machine tool quality

Identify & apply fundamentals of and do the jobs in milling mchine and lathe machine

Sketch Valve and Port timing diagrams of 4-stroke and 2-stroke engines respectively.
Examine the performance parameters of internal combustion engines
Evaluate the performance of a reciprocating air compressor.

To learn Inspection of engineering parts with various precision instruments like vernier guage,probe measuring instrument e.t.c.
To learn Design of part,by considering tolerances and fits for good performance of the part

Describe knowledge of tool angles
Explore the knowledge to do the jobs in machine shop

Determine the frequency of undamped and damped for free and force vibration of equivalent spring mass system
Study the different types of gears and screw jack
Analyise the mototrised gyroscope and studying static and dynamic load balancing for rigid bodies.
Analyse and determine the sleeve lift of Hartnell governor and whirling of shaft.

Illustrate the basic principles of Jet propulsion and rocket engineering.
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Instrumentation & Control Systems

Refrigeration & Air-conditioning

Explain the basic principles of heat transfer to basic engineering systems and can solve problems involving steady state heat conduction with and without heat generation in simple
geometries.
Evaluate heat transfer in fins and transient heat conduction systems
Describe the concept of boundary layer formation over heated surfaces during forced and free convection processes.
Explain film wise and drop wise condensation process in condensers and also describe the evaluation of Reynolds and Nusselt numbers for boiling and condensation

Impart to calculate fluid temperatures, mass flow rates, pressure drops, heat exchange and effectiveness during parallel, counter and cross flow in simple and baffled–shell and tube type
heat exchangers, condensers, evaporators, etc.
Develop the concept of monochromatic and total radiations, intensity of radiation, shape factor, radiation shields, solar radiation and estimation of radiation heat exchange between two or
more surfaces of different geometries.

Heat Transfer

Know the principles of VCR system compnents and refrigirent properties
Evalute VAR system performance and its working along with steamjet refrigration system
Peform cooling load calculations and select the appropriate process for the required comfort and industrial airconditioning
Select the appropriate equipements for the air conditioning systems

To gain the knowledge on level indicators , measurement of flow such as rotometer, to mesure the speed , principles of seismic instruments etc.,.
Ability to understand the Various types of stress and strain measurements, and to know the bending compressive and tensile strains.
to understand how to measure moisture and also to measure torque, Elastic force meters, load cells, torsion meters, dynamometers.
Ability to gain the basic principles on open and closed systems, servomechanisms and also speed and position control methods.

Analyze various refrigirating cycles evalute their performance
Evalute VCR system performance

To understand the basic principles of measurement, types of errors, transducers and caliberation proceduresTo understand the various temperature measuring devices like thermocouple, thermometer, thermistor. Also to understand the various pressure measuring devices such as manometers ,
bourdon pressure guages etc.,.
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Heat Transfer Lab

Metrology & Instrumentation Lab

To select proper measuring instrument as per requirement

To gain the knowledge on  of calibration, errors in measurement etc

student will become familiar with the different instruments that are available for linear, angular, roundness and roughness measurements
student will be able to select and use the appropriate measuring instrument according to a specific requirement

Apply the basic heat transfer mechanisms for various heat transfer phenomenon.

Should know the  Role and potential of new and renewable sources,Photo voltaic energy conversion – types of PV cells, I-V characteristics SOLAR ENERGY  COLLECTION through Flatplate
collector and Concentrating colletors and their design analysis

Should be able to  understand various SOLAR ENERGY STORAGE devices AND  their APPLICATIONS and  WIND ENERGY from various types of turbines like HAWT ,VAWT

Explore to the principles of BIO-MASS,GEOTHERMAL   ENERGY ,OCEAN ENERGY  their resources, types and metods of harnessing the energy
able to know the prinples involved in ENERGY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS(like Adjustabl espeed drives,HVAC,:MECHANICAL SYSTEMS(Fuel cells mEnvironmental friendly Compressors and
Pumps

Impart to calculate fluid temperatures, mass flow rates, pressure drops, heat exchange and effectiveness during parallel, counter and cross flow in simple and baffled–shell and tube type
heat exchangers, condensers, evaporators, etc.
Develop the concept of monochromatic and total radiations, intensity of radiation, shape factor, radiation shields, solar radiation and estimation of radiation heat exchange between two or
more surfaces of different geometries.

Determine the thermal conductivity of different metallic materials.
Examine the rate of heat transfer between fluids and solid boundaries.
Select the appropriate dimensional and functional parameters for heat transfer devices.

Understand the concept of ENERGY  EFFICIENT  PROCESSES:  Environmental  impact  of  the current  manufacturing  practices  like alternate  Casting and Joinig Techniques ,Zero waste
Manufacturing

Apply the  concept of GREEN BUILDINGS to have maximum comfort using Environmental friendly building materials like bamboo, timber, rammed earth and principles of Enrgy
Management.

Green Engineering Systems
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C403.1

Computational Fluid Dynamics Lab

Automobile Engineering

CAD/CAM

Understand to build a geometry, mesh that geometry,perform the calculations by using ANSYS-FLUINT
Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer problems can solved by using MATLAB programe
Understand the validation of the numerical result by comparison with known analytical results.

Describe the use of GT and CAQC for the product development.

Apply the system modeling tools in CIM and the fundamental concepts of data Communications and the principles of open System and data base for computer

Understand the concepts behind variational methods and weighted residual methods in FEM

Identify the application and characteristics of FEA elements such as bars, beams, plane and isoparametricelements, and 3-D element

Finite Element Methods

Understand geometric transformation techniques in CAD.

Use CAD software to generate a computer model and technical drawing for a simple, well-defined part or assembly.

To demonstrate a basic understanding of machining fundamentals including speed and feed calculations, tooling systems, and work-holding systems for CNC milling and turning
equipment

Apply the concept of Group Technology in computer aided manufacturing.

Visualize layout of an Automobile,type of engines and its constructional details and also know about he Lubication systems and its types
Should be able to know the detailed structure of Trasission system of an Automobile and types of Transmission system
Able to understand geometry and Nechanism of Steering System.
Should be able to understand the functioning of the suspension system ,braking and electrical system etc.
Should be able to identify Automobile based on Engine specification and also various safety  features relating to automobilesshould know the National and International Standards that the Automobiles should follow based on which the methods to control the emissions and also  understand the procedure
involved in servicing of various parts of an Automobile.
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Unconventional Machining Process

NANO TECHNOLOGY

Understand the principle of plasma arc machining with basic understanding of the methods used for evolving the plasma state using inert gases

Knowledge about abrasive jet machining and understanding the various limiting factors in using abrasive jet machining process

Understand the concepts behind variational methods and weighted residual methods in FEM

Identify the application and characteristics of FEA elements such as bars, beams, plane and isoparametricelements, and 3-D element

Develop element characteristic equation procedure and generation of global stiffness equation will beapplied.

Able to apply Suitable boundary conditions to a global structural equation, and reduce it to a solvableform

Knowledge about the modern manufacturing processes and their applications in various industry  and Understand the need for unconventional machining processes in comparison with
conventional manufacturing processes
Knowledge of electric equipment required for effective running of ECM with the complexity of power losses and economy

Understand the history,definition of nano meter and various nano materials and their classification,crystal properties and band structure.
Understand the various properties of nano materials and Effect of size reduction on properties and their structure
Understand the various synthesis techniques for preparation and fabrication of nano particles,Requirements for realizing semiconductor nano sttuctures,growth techniques

Understand the various Charecterization Techniques used to charecterize the various nano materials
Understand the charecterization of carbon allotropes,synthesis and nucleation of diamond,growth and morphology,applications of carbon allotropes and carbon nano tubes
Understand the various applications of nano technology in various fields of engineering,medicine and science.

Knowledge of electric equipment required for effective running of EDM with the complexity of power losses and economy  and Understand the difference between EDM and wire cut EDM
with in depth understanding of the better technology between both

Knowledge of working of laser for application in laser beam machining with acute understanding of the various types and power requirement of lasers

Able to identify how the finite element method expands beyond the structural domain, for problemsinvolving dynamics.

Able to identify how the finite element method expands beyond the structural domain, for problems heat transfer, and fluid flow.
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AUTOMATION IN MANUFACTURING

SIMULATION Lab

Design/Fabrication Project

Production Planning and Control

Able to generate, develop and evaluate ideas and information so as to apply these skills to the project task.

Apply the systems concept for the design of production and service systems.
Predict forecasts in the manufacturing and service sectors using selected quantitative & qualitative techniques.
Explain the importance and function of inventory, apply selected techniques for its control and management underdependent and independent demand circumstances.
Use their knowledge & ability on Routing.

Students will acquire the skills to communicate effectively

Students will acquire collaborative skills through working in a team to achieve common goals.

Describe the knowledge of various types and strategies, various components in Automated Systems.

Calculate & apply fundamentals on Automated Flow Lines.

Determine & apply fundamentals to solve line balancing problems in the various flow line systems with and without use buffer storage.

Explain the different automated material handling, storage and retrieval systems.

Apply the principles and techniques for planning and control of the production and service systems to optimize/make best use of resources.

To impart the fundamental knowledge on using various analytical tools like ANSYS, FLUENT, etc., for Engineering Simulation
To know various fields of engineering where these tools can be effectively used to improve the output of a product.
To impart knowledge on how these tools are ued in Industries by solving some real time problems using these tools.

Classify Adaptive Control principles and Control.

Illustrate and compare the working principles of Automated Inspection.
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Green engineering Systems

Power Plant Engineering

To underatand the combination of different power plant and also to gain knowledege on measurment of gas and moisture content and how to control it.

To gain the knowledge on Power Plant Economics, distribution of power & determination of rates.

To understand Nuclear Power Plants, Gas cooled reactors, Radiation hazards and shielding, Radioactive waste disposal.

Should know the  Role and potential of new and renewable sources,Photo voltaic energy conversion – types of PV cells, I-V characteristics SOLAR ENERGY  COLLECTION through Flatplate
collector and Concentrating colletors and their design analysis

Should be able to  understand various SOLAR ENERGY STORAGE devices AND  their APPLICATIONS and  WIND ENERGY from various types of turbines like HAWT ,VAWT

Explore to the principles of BIO-MASS,GEOTHERMAL   ENERGY ,OCEAN ENERGY  their resources, types and metods of harnessing the energy
able to know the prinples involved in ENERGY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS(like Adjustabl espeed drives,HVAC,:MECHANICAL SYSTEMS(Fuel cells mEnvironmental friendly Compressors and
Pumps
Understand the concept of ENERGY  EFFICIENT  PROCESSES:  Environmental  impact  of  the current  manufacturing  practices  like alternate  Casting and Joinig Techniques ,Zero waste
Manufacturing
Apply the  concept of GREEN BUILDINGS to have maximum comfort using Environmental friendly building materials like bamboo, timber, rammed earth and principles of Enrgy
Management.

Use their knowledge & ability on Routing.

To understand working of Steam Power Plants, General Layout, Power plant cycles

To gain the knowledge on types of engines for power generation, Super charging, systems of lubrication, Modern trends and design in diesel engines and To understand working principles of Gas turbine plant, Marine, Aero and Rocket Propulsion power plants

To understand principle of Hydro Electric Plants, Different types of plants. Selection of Site, General layout of the plant.

Apply the principles and techniques for planning and control of the production and service systems to optimize/make best use of resources.
Classify dispatching and also able to explain the types of follow up & the application of computer in PPC
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NON DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

PROJECT WORK

Able to present ideas clearly and coherently to specific audience in both the written and oral forms.

Students will acquire the ability to make links across different areas of knowledge
Students will acquire the skills to communicate effectively
Students will acquire collaborative skills through working in a team to achieve common goals.
Students will be able to learn on their own, reflect on their learning and take appropriate actions to improve it.
Able to generate, develop and evaluate ideas and information so as to apply these skills to the project task.

Understand the non destructive tests and learn to produce x-rays abd gamma-rays and theie interaction with matter,radiographic equipment and safety
Understand the various parameters used in ultrasonic testing,guidelines for acceptance rejection and limitations.
Understand the procedure of liquid penetrant testing,types of penetrants and various limitations of liquid penetrant testing
Understant the procedure of magnetic particle testing,methods to produce magnitization and de-magnitization,various applications and limitations.
Understand theprocedure of eddy-current testing and principle of eddy-current,applications and effectiveness
To learn the various industrial applications of non destructive evaluation


